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ABSTRACT 

A survey of glazing materials is presented and initial (nondegaded) 
properties are compared. Weatherit~g characlerislics are discussed 
in terms of mechanisms and their effecb upon cendidate glazin~s. 
Examples of failure modes are given ior various commercially evail- 
able materials. A specific process, optical degradation, was studied 
in detail to determine how loss of solar transmission affects the 
thermal performance of flat-plate solar energy collection systems. 
Computer simulations of singly and doubly glazed collectors having 
cover plates of various commercially available transparent materials 
were made for one-week time periods using Phoenix, Ariz., insola- 
tion and meteorological data. Optical degradaiion was modeled by 
systematically decreasing the specified values of solar transmit- 
tances of the plastic cover plates under consideration. Energy col- 
lection efficiencies corresponding to each decrement of transmit- 
tance were normalized to that of nondegraded glass to allow com- 
parisons both with a standard and among the different 2lastics. This 
provides a measure of the relative useiulness of various candidate 
polymeric glazing materiels when realistic rates of optical degreda- 
tion are known. 

INTRODUCTION GLASS .AS A GLAZING 31-ATERI.AL 

Glazings fc r  flat-plate solar collectors are usually either 
g l a s  or plastic materials. Glass has proven to be an ef- 
fective cover piate material, exhibiting extended service 
lifetime and high solar transmittance while remaining es- 
sentially opaque to thermal ~eradiation. Plastics, which 
are cod competitive with glass, are Lightweight and pli- 
able. In  general, plastics have higher solar transmit- 
tances than commercial g l a s  g!azings but they, also 
trensnit a g eater smount of reradiated thermal energy 
from the collector unless their thickness is sufficient to 
absorb the emitted infrared radiation. 

Vgious candidate glazing meterials are compered on the 
basis of oif-the-shelf (nondegraded) thermal, mechanical, 
and optical cheracteristics. Long-cerrn durability is sur- 
veyed xith en emphasis on mechanisms of weathering and 
its effect p o n  these physical properties. The effect of 
optical eegfadation p o n  ilat-piate system solar enerFj 
csUection efficiency is examined in derail. Sucn infor- 
maticn indicstes. e.xgected thermal ?erformmce, :~hich 
cm be correlatd -t~ith measursble optics1 degradation 
rs:es. 

'l'ypical baseline properties of several commercially 
available glazing materials are presented in Table 1. The 
most widely used glazing, soda lime glass, owes its popu- 
larity to its proven durability under service conditions. A 
high rigidity prevents sagging which would otherwise de- 
grade appearance and optical response. Xelatively high 
operating temperatures can be withstood, adequate 
normal incidence solar transmission b dowed ,  and al- 
most no infrsred reradiation is transmitted. The optica! 
transmittance can be increased by use oi glass of low iron 
content which provides the same desirable long-wave 
characteristics., Low infrared transrnittsnce is a conse- 
quence of the absorption of the thermal emission of the 
collector ?late by the glass. This results in elevated 
zlazing temperatures, which increases convective heat 
Icsses. These Icsses can be minimized by appl!i'ing in- 
f r a r d  retlecCng coating to the inner-facing ~iez ing jw- 

face. Eowever, such a coating jubstmtially increases 
con  and eecreeses optical transmi ttanco i21. For doubly 
glazed confipraticns, use of antireflecting coatings such 
as YlgF., ca? s i~ i f i can t ly  improve the effective cptical 
transni?tance !-!I ~lthough :his proces is pre~ent!:~ cost 
prohi5itivo. 
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-4 major disadvantage of glass glazing is its low impact 
strength. .Although tempering improves strength Froper- 
ties at little incease in price [31, glass is still prone to 
shattering and cracking by haii, accident, or vandalism. 
Breakage can also be caused by wind or snow loading. 
Another drawback is the relatively high w e i g h t - t ~ u r -  
face ratio which renders glass unwieldy as a working 
material. 

Thermal s? re s ,  aT, is given by: 

where 0 = coefficient of thermal e.qansion 
E = Young's modulus of elasticity 
T = temperature differential 

In g l a s  sheets, thermal stresses can lead to brittle iail- 
ure. Chance abrasion and scratching caused by normal 
handling or wind-carried. matter can randomly initiate 
surface fla'vs. Crzck propagation then proceeds deter- 
ninistically as a function of the applied stress and initial 
crack depth. The applied stress concentrates a t  the 
crsck tips and humidity-&iven corrosion, in which alkali 
ims in the g l a s  react with water in the air, can deepen 
the crack. aeterioration of strength due to this form of 
corrosim can continue until the creck tip stress exceeds 
the fracture stress of the g las ,  resulting in ultimate fail- 
ure [j] . 
Sesiles Ce=xding mechanical strength, microcracks scs t- 
ta r  incident light, thereby decreasing optical transmit- 
tance. Optical degradation due to ultraviolet radiation 
h s  s very srriall eifect in glass. Samples of glass from 
south facing windows, some over 40 years old from 
Hanford, S V a s i s i . ,  and others over 20 yean old from 
3arstow, Calif., showed iess than 2% drop in t-znsmission 
of :he solar spectrum compared to u n e ~ o s e d  $lass i61. 

PLASTICS .I5 CLhZiXG Sl.ITEXf.4iS 

The nos< promising ?o!ymeric ziezing nat~ril-!s inc!ude 
LC.-.:iics: ?o!:;car5cnat-s, g!ess-reinforced ;u!y ester 

(CRP), and fluorocarbons (fluorinated ethylene-propyiene, 
FEP, such as Teflon; polyvinyl flucride, PVF, such as 
Tedlar). In general, plastics have relatively low densities 
and hiah impact strenqths which result in higher strengh- 
to-weight ratios than glass. Compared to glass, plastics 
are more shatter-resistant and flexible. Fluorocarbon.;, 
in thin-film form, are ccnsiderzbly less expensive and 
have higher solar transmittances than glass. Uniortu- 
nately, these polymeric glazings also transmit much of 
the infrared spectrum. For typical thicknesses given in 
Table I, acrylics, polycarbonates, and glass-reinforced 
polyesters all have long wave and short wave transmission 
characteristics similar to glass. 

Plastics bave several disadvantages when used as g!azing 
materials. Most have low mar resistance and are suscep- 
tible to abrasion and scratching. Younq's modulcs, E, is 
very sensitive to temperature variations. Consequently, 
creep, the time-dependent deformation of a material ex- 
periencing a constant stress, a, can be fairly severe since: 

= constant = E E  
where, 

E = strain. 

Thus, thermal cycling ceuses Young's modulus to chmqe; 
the nrain or deformaticn must then exhibit an inverse 
variztion dnce the stress is constant, resulting in creep. 

Perha~s  the yeates t  shortcoming of the use oi' plastics as 
slating xs ter iab  is their poor weethering quetities, 
Pol:?mer degmr'ration due to westher ing can be separated 
into e n e r g  absorption mechmisrns and chemical mechan- 
brns. For solar epplications, energy absorption inc!udes 
hest, UV radiation, and mechanics1 stress; these c m  acr 
separateiy, in unison, or as catalysts for chenical reac- 
tions. The primary chemical mechanisms are oxidation, 
hydrolysis, and attack by reagents presen; in air poilution 
and indstrial jmog. 

Polyrceric ceteriorstion occurs by :fie cleavir..~ c t  bonds 
in the moieculu chain: resuiting in free iadiczis. If this 
occgrs z!cr,;z tP.e b%cb:Sonq chain w:.d ti.e rslica!s ~ ^ E S  to 



iecombine, chain scission takes place, which reduces the 
molecular weight of the polymer. If side chains are bro- 
ken and recombine with other side chain radicals the ef- 
fect is crosslinking and increased molecular weight. 
Crusliltking and chain fclsnon can occur at the same 
time. Both reactions adversely effect mechanical prop- 
erties of the host polymer. Chain scission degrades ten- 
si!e strength, elasticity, and other mechanical proper- 
ties. Network structures formed by crosslinking cause 
brittleness, decreased elongation, and gelation [TI. 

Although direct thermal degradation does not occur a t  
ambient temperatures, pyrolysis can be important at typ- 
ical operating temperatures of flat plate collectors. A 
glass-reinforced polyester glazing experienced a 10% loss 
in solar transmittance when held at 93OC for a year [?I 
and an 11% drop aiter 300 h a t  1 5 0 ' ~ .  FEP, on the other 
hand, exhibits excellent thermal resistance (31. Tempera- 
ture is an inrluential parameter in controlling the rate of 
chemical reactions, especially autooxidation. Thermal 
oxibt im proceeds a t  temaeratures below 150° C and af- 
fects most polymeric glazings [7,81. 

As mentioned earlier, thermally induced stresses can lead 
to substantial m echanical deterioration as evidenced by 
cracking, crazing, and rupture of plastic glazings. B e  
cause they have relatively large coefficients of thermal 
e.upEision, differential heating of the inner and outer 
facing $lazing surfaces can cause them to bow inward 
toward the absorber. Buckling, waviness, and permanent 
warping are not uncommon 131. 

Chemical reactions which result in deterioration of 
mechanical and optical properties can be readily induced 
in plastics by UV ?hotons. Various plastics e ~ e r i e n c e  
differing degrees of U\' dqraaation. For example, a 
sample of Plexiglas (an acrylic), exposed to solar radia- 
tion for 17.7 years in Albuquerque, N. Mex., was found to 
have 1 s t  only !0% of its original optical transmittance 
191. Mylar (a polyester), on the other hand, undergoes ex- 
treme ul@avio!et degradation. Following an accelerated 
elcpmure equivalent to 1.33 years of sunlight, a b1y:ar 
specimen exhibited roughly 55% transmission.loss in the 
visible spectiurn [lo]. 

Photodegradation is initiated by the absorption of photons 
having energies exceeding the polymer bond energies. 
The bond energies normally found in poly mer glazings a p  
pear in Table 2 along with equivalent photon , w a v e  
lengths. .is can be seen, ultraviolet photons (A1400 nm) 
are required to cleave polymer bonds. Solar ultraviolet 
radiaticn =rives a t  the earth's surface in the wavelenqth 
Sand between 300-100 nm snd represents roughly 6% of 
the total incident intensity. Shorter wavelength photons 
are effectively screened by the atmosphere, particularly 
by ozone. Table 2 shows !hat solar CV photons which 
rel-ch ;he eertii aie rapeble of brezking most important 
polymer jcnds [!!I. The severing of such bonds results in 
croslinbng and c h i n  scision and their associated d e t e  
ricroticn. 

.\ cualitive survey of the resistance to ?hotodecadation 
of v.eJ[ous g1as:ics a 5:ven in'Tabie 3. .-\crylic and sever- 
al commercially available fluoroczrbons exhibit excellent 
UV endurance. Polycsrbonate is very sensitive to ultra- 
viokt 2ho:ons. One var iet y of ?ol::carbonace recently 
develqed b 5ta5le sgsins: U V  ?aciation. However, ivhen 

TABLE 2 

TYPICAL ?OLYYER BOND EXERGES [Ill 
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such radiation is coupled with diurnal temperature and 
humidity cycling, severe microcracking occurs in 2-3 
years [ l a .  

Elevated temperatures can accelerate the effect of pho- 
todegradation; for example, Tedlzr, a polyvinyl nuoride, 
experiences embrittlement due to crosslinking. When 
Tedlar is used as an outer glazing, typical time-to-failure 
is 4-5 years. If Tedlar is subjected to the higher temper- 
atures of an inner glazing environment, however, embrit- 
tlement can be expected to occur in 1-2 years. .-\ prom- 
ising modified Tedlar fiin has recently been developed 
which has shown no embrittlement aiter 18 months of UV 
eqcsure at 150°c [21. Glass reinforced polyester suo- 
mitted to similar conditions exhibits microcracking and 
fiber "pop-out" on the glazing surface, resulting in scet- 
tering of light and decreased solar transmittance [ ? I .  

TABLE 3 

'Resis:ano? i 1 j c o j c ! i v a  consemus s o ;  variolls ,x!r:?nces :rse%on rrlsz:ve 
nmp.szaon5 dmonq :.le { !az inq  Llcer cm5;oern:icn. 

Stabilization agins t  UV deg-adation c m  sometines be 
achieved by the addition of small emounts of pigments 
which absorb ultraviolet rsdiation. One consequence of 
the merals present in many pigxents is an increased rate 
of deteriwation due to oxi&t~ve reactions 181. Onset of 
oxidation aqradation is usually induced by either hest or 
ultraviolet radiation. Disco1ora:ion (yellowing) and 
dramatic loss oi mechanical strength are the most obvi- 
ous results of oridation degradation [81. Acrylics md 
FEP are very stable a sa in~ t  dbcolcration whcre.ss noly- 
csrbonates e ~ e r i e n c e  e high degree of !~eUowing [131. 

Another important form of chernicsl attack oi  ?lasties Sy 
the expcsure environment is hydrol!:sis. De:ericration of 
tensile strength res9xlting from chain scission is ihe ?ri- 



nary mechanism of hydrolytic degredation [7,31. .Acrylic 
is sensitive to water and buckling due to humidity, as has 
been noted. Tlucrocarbons tend to be highly moisture 
resistive and nonwettable. Unfortunately, this can allow 
static charges to accumulate which attrect dirt and dust 
and hinder cleaning of these glazing (131. Additional 
har mf  ul chemical reagents include ozone, sulfur dioxide, 
nitrogen dioxide, and other atmospheric pollutants [81. 

The effect of optics1 deg;*adation of various glazing me- 
terials upon flat-?late system solar energy collection ei- 
ficiency b examined in the remainder of this paper. Such 
information indicates e'qected thermal performance, 
:vhich can be correlated with measurable optical degada- 
tion rates. 

propriate [I81 inlet temperatures of 50°C and 7 5 ' ~  re- 
spectively. The materials choser? for study were glass 
( f i a t  or tempered), fiberglass reinforced polyester 
(Sunlitel, acrylic (Plexiglas), polycarbonate (Lexan), po!y- 
tetrafluoroeihylene (Teflon), polyvinyl fluoride (Tedlar), 
polyester (Mylar), poiwinylidene fluoride (Kynar), and 
polyethylene (i\iiarlex). i\iIost of the thermal snd optical 
data were obtained from information compiled by Ratzel 
and Bannerot [ L I  as recorded in Table 4. Xlaterials were 
distinguished by refractive index, solar and infrared 
transmittance (at normal incidence), and thermal capaci- 
ty icalculated as the product of t3e thicknes, density, 
and specific heat of the covers). The long-wave trans- 
mittance (r  ) of Kynsr and 3larlex were obtained by 
numerical izekration of infrared spectrograms [14,i91. 
This technique was carried out for various temperatures 
(Figure 21, and values of iIR were selected at tempera- 
tures near collector 03erating conditions of interest. As 

Figure 1. 'YSTEM CGK?C!NE?IT CG?tFIGURATIG~V 
). I 
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Slodified flat plate simulation software (15,153 was used 
i n  conjunction with TRHSYS [l'i] to study the effect nf 
 hoto ode gad at ion upcn solar energy collection efficiency 
of tlat-plate systems. Photodegradation was modeled by 
decreasing :he iolar transmittance of the cover plates. 
Single- ~'i~ld doublrglazed systems were simulated for an 
environment homologous to Phcenix, Ariz., for one-weel< 
time periods in bo:h June and December. The analysis 
can be extended eesily to an annual basis. Preliminary 
yearly simulations were in close agreement with the 
:vee!.l!i ~rodiotions. Sinoe the rotults rvcrc intcndcd to 
reveal general trends, the one-week simulations were 
considered to be setisfactory. 

POLYETHYLENE(N~~I ex) I 
r- I 

T>e system mode!ed :,ves a stand-alone flat-?late 5oler 
coUector. .-\ $ b e d  tube-iiquid (water) collector with an 
ares of 6 . 5  m -  was chosen. The absorber was aluminum O .  I3 
with nonse1ec:ive absorptance. Copper fiuid tubes ;vere 
asurn& to be solder-bonded to the fin a t  I 5-cm soac- 

1 , 1 
l 

ings. .4!1 plate gap diitances (coves-cover, cover- 
absorber) were 1.9 cm. The collector wes south-facing 0 I 

with 2 tilt mgle fixed at ?S.O43 (latitude of Phoenix i 3 100 !CO 
10"). ie3per3turo(;) 

For ipst j)ur?cses, a constant inlet. fluid temperature :vas 
zsumed to be ?rovid& by a water storage mi t  co~~t!ollrd 
by a :?m~srai~zr;rP ?eg~i&tor 1-5 shown in F i y r e  1. Single Figure 2 .  T~~?~?AiUCE SESf?lDE?!CE 0; IIIF?.AI',ED 

znd docbie-$!ezed coGectors were investigated usin? ep- i 3 " V C { ' I ; T ; # i E  *\fit - . 0; ~ii:.:~ft) 3!- , ;57!~~ 



TABLE .I 
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can be seen; the infrared transmittance for YIarlex is rel- 
atively constant a t  about 0.31 between 0 and 200°C. 
Kynar exhibits a steady increase of T , ~  with increasing 
temperature; between 50°C and 1000d an average value 
of 0.23 was used. 

R ESU LTS 

Ten computer runs were made for each material. Five 
values of decreasing solar transmittance were chosen 
(renging betr#een the maximum nondegraded value and 
.1- o/ - 3  A transmittance) to represent the effects of exposure 
to solar ultraviolet radiation. Each set of five transmit- 
tances tvas modeled during both summer and  inter am- 
bient weather conditions. Results from the simulations 
were daily and week-1:; summaries of incident sunlight, us- 
able collected e n e r 3 ,  and the associated system effi- 
ciencies. .Us0 availaole on an hourly bask were the up- 
ward heat lcss coefficient. alate temperature. and outlet 
temperature. 

The resultant weekly efficiencies for single glazings of 
!he materials studied are given in Table 5 as a function of 
transmittance for both .June and December. Since the 
computed efficiencies were configuration-specific (de- 
?endent lgon the velues of the parameters znd inlet tem- 
perstares used), ail efficiencies were normalized to a 
standard ceiified ta be nondegraded glass. These relative 
efficiencies ailow& comgarisons among the various plas- 
tics. Percentage de5raeation was celculated as the de- 
cress& 5 0 1 ~  transmittance used, divided by the maxi- 
mum (nondegraded) value fcr each meterial. Changes in 
inirared transmittance were not mode!ed. The variation 
af ieletive efficiency versus percentage deq-rsdation is 
grephically displayed in Figures 3a-3h. Solid lines regre- 
sent the results fcr June and dashed 5nes the December 
resillts. 

.I.; s b ~ . \ ~ n  in Figures 3a tkou%h 3c. the collectors ccvored 
?! , :  #exig!es? Lexan? and Sunlite initially ?eriorm nea.c!]i 

lunoes. Tltay were used in llle ~imulaliuns to compute t!lertndl coprteily t111t1 ore 

a s  well as, or, in some cases, better than glass. This is 
due to the high solw transmittance !compared to that ot' 
glass) coupled with low thermal transmittance. Collec- 
tors with Teflon,. Tedlzr, hlylar? and Kynar all have an in- 
itial relative efficiency of about 80% as shown in Figures 
3e through 3h. Although the solar transmittance is sig-ni- 
ficant ly greater than glass for these mater ials, the infra- 
red transmittance is also much higher, resulting in 
greater heat lasses and lower efficiencies. For example: 
the everage upward heat loss coefficients (or Tedlar v e r e  
13.55 (June) m a  11.11 (December) \Vim'-OK for gless. 
This behavior is most striking in the case of Marlex, 
which has an extremely high infrared transmittance. 
Figure 3d cleerly shows the undesirable performance of 
this plastic as a single glazing flat-plate collector cover 
material. The strong dynamic dependence of collection 
efficiency won solar transmittance is well illustrated 
(Figures 3a through 3h) by the marked decline of relative 
eff ic iencj  with increasing degredetion. 

Collectors k.aving two cover plates .:/ere also investigated 
for several materials. Tedlar and :fIarles were chosen e s  
typical and atypical plastic cover plate candidates based 
on the sing!e zlazing simulations. In each case the plastic 
:vas a-umeci to be the innermost cover with the outer 
cover being glass. The standard configuiation ;.vas a 
double pass  cover collector. Direct comparisons be- 
trveen the one- and tsvc-cover ?la:* resuits were not gcs- 
sible because of the diiferent iniet temgeratures used. 
'Ibis was z consequence of the elevated operating tem- 
perature normally essociatea with multiglezd fiat-?late 
collectors. 

Results of the two-cover runs are presented in Tzble 6. 
The s o l a  transmittances listed are  for the plastic glaz- 
ings cnly; the glass covers were & s u m &  to be nonde- 
graded. All cther paiameten were ns defined for the 
single cover case. .i _;igniilcantiy high relative efficiency 
is obtained when :he thermai radiation transmitted by the 
inner a v e r  o i  Tadlar b retained by zn outer l a t e  of 
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F i ~ u r e s  3a-h. E fF iC i  OF OPTICAL OEGWDAiiON ON EFFICIE?CY 
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glass (which is opsque to infrared emission). .\ system .) 
Dry Bulb 

employing nondegraded Tedlar as  a replace menc for an S1onth Insolation (\\'/in -) Temperature (OC) 

inner cover of glass is iound to pert'orm 9 5 %  as well as  
the reference configuration. June 751 38.4 

Deue ni ber 3g4 14.2 

.Althoqh qlass absorbs in the ~dtrsviolet ,  mast of the in- 
cident rad ia t ion  & t ransmi t t ed .  ConseSuently, outer These iactors controUed the outlet temperatures svail- 
piate :lass eoes not 7rovi:e complete protection :;om able (Tout) from the solar collector. :Yh?never conditions 
these rsvs for the inner plastic glazing and i;hotodegraaa- such that:  
ticn can-still cccu;. The effects  oC suc11 optical degrade- . . 
:ion are dis?lzyed in F i q ~ r e  1. .A. notebie drop in relative Tout 5 Tin + (ic + QJ/m C P 
(t3 :he g!as-%!ass collector) efficiency occurs as the 
3lastic Cegrades. where: T,, = in le t  i e m p e r a t u ~ e  (OC) 

Figure 4 also shows similar resulis for a %less-.\Tclarlex sys- 4 . = thermal capacity factor (!V) 
tern. Once again the outer plate of g l a s  compensated 
for The pcor thermal ;ransmit?ance properties of che Q = pump power (W) 
plastic. Sssona! variation of ~o la t ive  efficiencies are a 
consequence of iower zmbient winter temperaiues m d  m = ilow ia te  !kg/.') 
incident solar radiation. The everzge values of these 
clian:ities during daytime hourj were: 6 = specific hest oi nuid (J," K-i;?) 

? 



TABLE 5 

S N C L E  C L A Z N C  
(Tw - 5oa C )  

Xorrnal Incident $6 i f l i c i e l c y  '5 E!Clciency 
Solar Trans- J Deqradatlm 2:flcimcy Relative Cfficirncy Relstive 

:.lateCid rnit!ance(r) , n i l r l  i !?me) !a C L w  (Ccvc:~rkr )  :o r ~ l . 4 5 ~  

Fijer p a s  
Rsinfwced 
?Ol~eSter 
(Sunlils) 

tiwrnel Incident ?i F.ifiei-nrr 1, F i i l ~ i r n r y  

Solar 7, Degradntim Biticiency Relative Efllcienc-r Relative 
l l ~ l f f i ~ l  Trsnami tlence r 01 r (June) to Gla.8 I I I e r e m h ~ r l  to I7 los  

G1ss-r;:n.w 0.84 0.0 0.334 100.0 1.224 lOll.0 

the system did not operate and no usable solar energy '.+as CONCLUSIONS 
collected. This situation occurred.more frequently during 
the winter than &ring thc summer. Collectors with @as- These ~ s ~ ~ l t s  nlrow an evaluation of o number of cnndi- 
tic cover plates were more sensitive to this effect be- date plastic cover plate materials based upon the decline 
cause their increased heat losses (due to thermal trans- of system collection efficiency as s function of photo- 
mission) yesulted in lower outlet temperetures relative to induced optics1 degradation. Optimal utilization of the 
the reference systoms. data requires a bowledge of the prevalence and rate of 



Class/ 
Polyvinyl 

Fioure 4 .  EFFECT GF O P T I C A L  CEG?ADATION ON E F F I C I E N C Y  
FOR CIOUSLE G L A Z I N G  OF GLASS/PLASTICS 

optical degradation experienced by plastics during real- 
world service conditions. The most optimistic estimate 
of thermal efficiency for the collection systems consid- 
ered is the nondegaaed state. This corresponds to plas- 
tics having favorable weathering characteristics or whose 
UV-stabili ty can he significantly improved with re.- 
search. In this case, for single glazing systems (Figures 
3a-3h), acrylic (Plexiglas), polycarbonate (Lexan), and 
fiber reinforced polyester (Sunlitel cover plates periorm 
near!y BS well as g l a s .  Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teilon), 
polyvinyl fluoride (Tedlar), polyester (Mylar), end poly- 
vinylidene fluoride (Kynar) all exhibit 80% efficiency rel- 
ative to glass. These plastics experience a slope depen- 
dence of m q h l y  -1.0 for relative efficiency versus opti- 
cal degradation; a 10% transmittance drop results in a 
10% efficiency !as relative to nondegrsaed $ a s .  

?olyethy!ene ( ~ e r l e x )  is seen to bc unacceptable as a 
single zlazin% cover system. Khen used in conjunction 
with en outer cover of g k s  for a double glazing applica- 
tion, however, a more encouraging result is found (Figure 
4). A ghss/>iarlex cover plate system can perform with 

an efficiency of as much as 80% relative to a plass/glass 
arrangement. Furthermore, the sensitivity of relative ef- 
ficiency to decline in degradation is l e s  than thst of ihe 
single glazing case. .\ 10% optical degradation produces 
only 5% decrease in relative efficiency. These results 
point to the importance of the specific use of individual 
components of flat-pla.te systems. 

A cover plate coniigur~tion of inner plastic and outer 
glass glazings suggests another so-lution to the plastic UV- 
degradation problem. Commercjd soda lime glass of 3- 
mm thickness has a transmittance in this region of rough- 
ly 80% between 0.3 - 0 . 4 ~  (UV e-xtinction coefficient of 
0.0471rnm). Lf the UV opacity of the outer g l a s  cover 
can be increased sufficiently while maintaining a high o p  
tical transmittance, the g l a s  can function as an e f f e c  
tive W screen for the inner plastic glazing and still ailow 
high energy collection. 
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